
Quantity Description Part No.

1

1

1
24
8’
7’
4
3
24

Upper Mesh Grille (Includes)
12 Gage Stainless Steel Frame w/Holes
Fine Mesh Section
14 Gage Polished Mesh Retainer
ABS Plastic Block Out Panel
Lower Mesh Grille (Includes)
14 Gage Stainless Steel Frame w/Holes
Fine Mesh Section
14 Gage Polished Mesh Retainer
Hardware Kit (items listed below)
#6 x 1/2” Countersunk Phillips Screws
.045” x .250” Double Faced Tape
.075 x .500” Double Faced Tape
#6 x 3/4” Countersunk Phillips Screws
5/16” PVC Spacers (13SP169B)
Stainless Steel Finishing Washers

************
1308-0039-03
1308-0020-03
1308-0038-03
1308-0195-03
************
1308-0022-03
1308-0021-03
1308-0023-03
1308-1902-03
3999-9026-00
3004-9250-92
3004-9248-92
3999-9063-00
1999-0273-00
3999-9105-00R

IMPORTANT: PLEASE RETAIN THIS INSTRUCTION MANUAL FOR FUTURE REFERENCE
2003-08 Hummer H2

Upper and Lower 
Stainless Steel 
Mesh Grilles

J 22 G7R 

Mesh Grille Part # 1308-0102-03

*USE CAUTION* while handling the grille. The
stainless steel edges and mesh can be very sharp.

3. Apply protective masking tape to the factory grille 
covering everything except the seven (7) factory 
grille openings to protect the chrome or painted 
finish. 

4. Apply masking paper around the masking taped 
area to eliminate paint overspray adhesion.

5. Scuff the factory grille’s seven openings for paint 
adhesion. The verticle dividers on the factory grille
will be covered with the supplied ABS block out. If
the factory grille is chrome plated, it will need a 
thorough scuffing with coarser sand paper than 
normally used for painted surfaces.

6. Apply semi-gloss black paint to the factory grille 
openings (as shown). Allow the paint to cure.
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1. For H2’s equipped with the factory brush guard: 
Unclip the lower grille (pull straight out to release 
the four clips) to expose the four mounting bolts. 
Remove the bolts and carefully remove the brush 
guard for the following grille installation.

2. Remove the factory grille lettering using a small 
screw driver (not reused).



10. Use a 3/32” drill bit to drill through the exact cen-
ter of the frame outer mounting holes.

11. Remove the protective masking tape and install 
the frame using the supplied 1/2” no.6 counter-
sunk phillips screws and stainless steel finishing 
washers. DO NOT OVERTIGHTEN THE SCREWS 
OR YOU WILL STRIP OUT THE HOLES IN THE FAC-
TORY PLASTIC GRILLE!

12. Paint the front of the ABS block out panel with 
semigloss black paint, as unpainted ABS will grad-
ually turn gray with UV exposure.
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13. Peel off the backing on the double faced tape and 
carefully align the painted ABS block out panel 
over the factory grille, making sure it is perfectly 
centered in the frame. Press the block out panel 
firmly in place to set the tape.
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7,8

7. Once the paint has cured and the masking paper 
removed, measure down from the inside top of 
the factory grille opening 7-5/8” and mark the 
masking tape. 

8. Align the stainless steel grille frame even with the 
marks made in Step 7 and make sure the frame is 
perfectly centered.

9. Mark the side four (4) mounting holes onto the 
masking tape (extra help is highly recom-
mended in keeping the grille properly aligned 
while marking the hole locations) and remove the 
grille frame. 
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14. Thoroughly clean the installed frame using a mild
solvent or adhesive remover, making sure to follow 
with alcohol or glass cleaner to remove any residue 
left by the solvent or adhesive remover. 

15. Install the supplied .040” x .500” double faced
tape even with the inside edge of the frame.

16. Trim the double faced tape away from all screw
heads that protrude from the frame. This will
allow for proper tape adhesion and prevent the
screw heads from holding the polished frame
away from the frame.

17. Peel back a small section of tape (where shown).
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Note: The polished mesh retainer will secure the 

mesh over the ABS block out.

18. Carefully align the chrome mesh and polished
mesh retainer over the frame, making sure it is
perfectly centered over the frame. Carefully peel
off the double faced tape backing and press the
polished mesh retainer into place (make sure as
you work your way our the frame to remove any
masking tape retaining the mesh that will get
caught before you peel off the double faced tape
backing and press the mesh retainer into place.

19. Align the lower frame onto the factory lower grille
section. Use a 3/32” drill bit to drill through the
holes in the frame and into the plastic. When
installing the upper no.6 x 3/4” screws, install the
supplied 5/16” plastic spacer to keep the top of
the frame at the correct height.
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20. Install the supplied .045” x .250” double faced
tape even with the inside edge of the frame.

21. Trim the double faced tape away from all screw
heads that protrude from the frame. This will
allow for proper tape adhesion and prevent the
screw heads from holding the polished frame
away from the frame.

22. Peel back a small section of double faced tape
backing from each section of tape.
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24. Remove the protective film from the polished sur-
round. Thoroughly clean the installed surround
using a soft cloth and a mild solvent or adhesive
remover, making sure to follow with alcohol or
glass cleaner to remove any residue left by the sol-
vent or adhesive remover.

25. Finished mesh grille installation. Be sure to reinstall
the factory brush guard if so equipped.

23. Carefully align the chrome mesh into the frame
and polished surround over the frame and mesh,
making sure it is perfectly centered over the frame.
Carefully peel off the double faced tape backing
and press the polished surround into place to
retain the mesh.
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On our website you’ll find a wide variety of high-quality car & truck custom grilles from E&G Classics.

https://www.carid.com/eg-classics/
https://www.carid.com/custom-grilles.html



